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entertainment, and a tournament, and fireworks at night;
also in the courtyard of the Prince's house, there was a kind
of theatrical entertainment which was full of humour.
The players disguised themselves as hunters, or as dogs
with movable tails, or as eagles; or put on ibex skins with
turned-back horns, or skins of markhors with flat horns
growing backwards, or of orials with horns descending
in spirals; and each one mimed the adventures of the most
improbable hunting expeditions amidst shouts of laughter
from everyone.
Like Princes . . .
During the three days on the road to Gilgit we had no
work to do. The meals appeared of themselves, the tents and
camp beds were already set up when we arrived, tubs of hot
water were ready for our baths and at the end of the stage the
horses were let out to rest themselves. The servants were
called bearers or chuprassis. Everything was perfect, and I
sighed after the primitive life we had been living,
On the 3rd of September, at the end of a day's march of
nearly forty miles, we came out into the valley of Gilgit. At
the confluence of two rivers, with desolation all round, an
aerodrome had been established, and with it Gilgit's only
contact with the rest of the world during the eight months of
winter, for then the snows block the road to Burzil, which we
were going to follow. Further on we passed some abandoned
barracks and crossed the river by the longest suspension
bridge in India.
I lost no time in paying a visit to a deserted fort at the
centre of the oasis, where one victim of a modern triumph lay
derelict. It was the Croissant <fArgmtr the poor little motor-
caterpillar which, after crawling from the Mediterranean to
the heart of Asia where it was found to be unusable, was left here,
exposed to every wind that blew and with its nose to the wall.
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